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 I thought this might be it, but I checked and it is not. and it is not there I was hoping to be able to hear the firefox browser
window as well as other sounds. so i need to make it manually biorentz: you might get the window if you have the headset

connected biorentz: but if you are using it as input only, there might not be any window. biorentz: but try to do a youtube video,
and see if you can hear the audio and the video too pratz, I have been searching for two days with no success. biorentz: I think
you need to have a tshirt with the artist or singer and then the song is embedded in the shirt biorentz: the problem with this is
that i might not remember who is the artist, i would have to search for him biorentz: the window comes when you talk to me

when you talk? yes when i talk, the window comes I am a total newbie with this stuff. biorentz: are you using vlc as your player?
and I am a bit frustrated that it doesn't work. biorentz: okay If I run a youtube video from a web browser, I can hear both the
sound and the video. biorentz: can you use some other player to play the video? for instance mplayer or something else but I
don't want to have to do this. It should be an automatic thing. I should be able to just plug in the headset and hear everything.

biorentz: but when you run the video from youtube, you have to install a plugin, and that's not automatic This is the problem. It's
not automatic biorentz: 82157476af
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